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About This Game

Business simulator with rich economic model, flexible configuration of movie production, complex casting and other features.
Beautiful graphics and no sexually explicit content.

No sexually explicit content

Become a filmmaker

Shoot sneakily in public places or frighten your neighbors in rented apartments. Group actresses with similar skills and keep
track of their mood. Choose the right plot actions. Upgrade your filming abilities on the set or learn from the books. Hire a crew

with an awesome director. Define the number of scenes in a movie and the costs of postproduction.

100% business simulator

The quality of the movie affects its price, but there will be no profit without buyers. Release movies when competitors don't
expect you to. An analyst in the office can help you with it. The office, by the way, is a useful thing. An experienced salesman
can increase the sales in chosen country. A secretary can add some details to the reports. An accountant can tell you why you're
broke. If you've managed this crowd, it is time to create your own websites. And with black hat SEO it's easier to monitor the

number of subscribers.

Actors
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Actors like to put lies on their resumes and work for your competitors. And relax, obviously. What they don't like is to get
involved with a small studio. Choose your actors wisely. Take into consideration their favorite genres - romantic, vanilla,

extreme - and preferences in different countries. And don't forget to check actor's skills, as well as director's skills. Actually, we
haven't figured out the best way of selecting actors. So make up your own.

Atmosphere

There are no truly adult illustrations in the game. Even the terminology is chosen carefully. The core of the game is the
dynamics of markets. Graphic design is intended to create "spicy" atmosphere and a sense of immersion.

Key features

markets with shortages and surpluses

websites with black hat SEO, merch

flexible configuration of movie production

complex casting of actors

two modes of shooting (fast and detailed ones)

customizable covers

script-based movies

60+ actors
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Title: Porno Studio Tycoon
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Zitrix Megalomedia
Publisher:
Zitrix Megalomedia
Release Date: 5 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,8.1,10 64/x86

Processor: 1.4 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX® 10 Compatible Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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The art is well-done and the gameplay is original. I'm waiting for UI :). This is like a Barbie Dress up Game on crack, without
most of the dress up. A Total waste of time, just as I predicted when I got the game handed to me. This is utterly pornless and
boring. Stay 6 ft away.. what a game!!!
first - spoiler. in a game about porn theres no porn. yes, if you are going to buy it for porn, you just should visit some other
special sites :D and this is definitely the biggest reason of all negative reviews for it -
but guys - this is a GAME and you are buying a GAME on GAMING site - its made for entertainment, not for other reasons,
you might have hoped for :)))))

now lets back to the game.
the biggest thing about this game i want to admit is a sense of humour - if you are going to take it too seriously, you'll be another
person to write a negative review :))))) this sense of humour feels in every situtation, in every character, in every scene, due to
this humour the developers have made a great game on a very sensitive topic without even approaching to being vulgar

tutorial? you need it? sorry, but it seems you might be just too young to play a porn simulator )))
bad ui? you want a porn simulation look like banking app? sorry, you might be taking the game too seriously ))))

damn, you start from filming in a public park at night! hiring the camera man that usually films weddings!
i've loughed to tears on these concepts, so the game definitely entertains well.

. Just the reactions from your friends when you launch this game alone make it money well spent, and you get a game for it as
well.. Waste of money and no idea how I managed 9.1 hours in this awful "game".. I usually enjoy a good management game.
This was not.. ow do i hide gaem frum mum?. I thought this game could be a fun little management sim but it isn'

- The game does not scale well with larger resolutions than 1920x1080. Everything is very tiny and cluttered

- The game is made by a non-english speaker and it really shows. It is bad.

- The tutorial was very confusing. I do not know what to do here. And I play Paradox games all day long!

I requested a refund. I can't recomment the game.. Attractive game))
Here you will not see any porn, but a good game! I really liked it, interesting)
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I don't even know, I guess I'll recommend it since I got a few hours chuckle out of it. It's a weird game, a management sim with
a pretty weird interface that doesn't make a whole lot of sense at the moment, but you can muddle through fairly easily. There
are some random events that will just destroy your progress sometimes though, which is a bit frustrating. It seems like there's
some translation issues too, some broken English here and there. The odd design choices and strange language used make this a
pretty odd game, but in a sort of charming way and hopefully some of the issues get ironed out in future.. Would not
recommend. Game is quite buggy, lacks decent tutorials, and suffers from translation errors. Save yourself and your wallet.. Ok.
Back in the 90's I used to play hundred of hours of a game called Hollywood Mogul. It was very similar in style but had no
graphics to speak of and mostly just textboxes and buttons. But I loved the game because it was a very deep representation of
movie industry.

This game looked similar and I decided to check it out and I wasn't disappointed. The business model looks very realistic and
making market research and adjusting with it is really cool. I just want to say this is a hardcore business sim with lots of graphs
and reports and all that. Porn is just a nice undertone for business management. Really enjoy it so far, making a hit movie feels
just as awesome as in Hollywood Mogul back in the 90's.

Just don't buy this if you only want full or even partial nudity. Won't find it here, just some very sexy graphs and business
reports. But that's the way I like it... ;)

Negatives I have so far are some bugs, some problems with translation and some features are not very clear. But I don't see any
of them as game breaking and since the developer seems to be actively working to improve the game I don't really care about
those myself.. Probably should have read the reviews on this. I have played a few tycoon games and they've been great but this
one is just plain aweful. Translation is really bad. Gonna be asking for a refund on this game.. 4 out of 5 stars! When you get the
hang of it, it's really entertaining. Don't expect to be held by the hand though, the translation from russian is rough, but that's
part of the humor for me.

Suggestions for improvement:

-Improve the tutorial, some key aspects of the game are missing there, such as hiring/upgrading staff and crew.
-More locations
-More choices for upgrades, such as the office, marketing, staff
-More actresses and actors in general
. First thing you need to know about this game is this.... there are no porn in this game.

This is a development simulation game that based on a porn production studio.
So this is more of a time managment, money managment and number jugglying game.

There are many girls in it but there are no real sex scene unless you consider coffee table shaking as sex scene.

Despite the lack of the fan service. So far in it's incomplete status it's still a playable and quite well planned out game.

The graphics are quite good and music is fine. The song effect of porn shooting is excellent voiced but without climax and
variety. So if you play long enough you can get annoyed.

The in game tutorial is quite well done but not extensive enough. I would really have a expaination on how the various button
and slide bar do on your video recorder. Website management and video uploading is another thing that I couldn't figure out.

Still a lot work needed for this game and so far it's a bit too repetitive once you pass the first 10 weeks.

Achievments are working but most of them doesn't seems to be working with the lowest difficulty that I was playing.

Will come back to this game once it's further improved.

so far 7/10.. nothing more nothing less but keep up the good work developers!. So far all good. Interesting concept and theme,
nice management gameplay, fun humor.
A bit polish here and there and would be an excellent example of a tycoon.. Tycoon is one of my favorite genre from childhood,
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when i was young i had tycoon anthologhy with different sorts. So when i saw Porno Studio Tycoon in steam, it caused nostalgic
reaction with smyle on my face, because of theme this strategy.
Graphic nice as for tycoon, with style, but standart for this genre. The most intersting things - is gameplay. In the beginning you
rent a flat and take a shot of your first scenes, and edit your first video. Depending on the success of your movie, you wil get a
sales earnings and take a chance to hire new staff thereby expanding your bisness.
If we sum up - Porno Studio Tycoon solid representative of the genre, in which you can spend hours of your free time!. The ui
is okay, It's just that there is NO TUTORIAL.

....time to head to Big Bang Empire.

PSA Developer yeah there is NO TUTORIAL. JUST BECAUSE YOU ADD A BUTTON THAT LABELS "TUTORIAL" BUT
WITH ABSOLUTE NO CONTENT OF EXPLANATION IT'S NOT A TUTORIAL.
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